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 Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affiliate

“Have you ever wanted to learn how to build an
Authority Site that spits out cash from Amazon,

Adsense and Clickbank, but you just don't know how to
get started the right way?”

How I sold $5 Million Worth Of Products as an...

Proof that I know what I am talking about.

Almost $5 Million Sold as an affiliate on Amazon
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Recent Clickbank Earnings From One Of My Site's List

Adsense Earnings So Far This Year

With my system, you can start making Amazon, Adsense and Clickbank sales from day 1. There is no need to wait
months or even years to start seeing results that might never come.

As soon as you log into your account, you'll have immediate access to all the training modules where you'll discover....

Why most people fail online and how you can easily avoid falling into this trap. I was trapped in it for 3 years but you
don't have too.

The exact strategy I use to tackle any niche and become profitable very quickly.

Super easy ways to quickly choose a hot niche that virtually guarantees you'll make money in.

How to plan out your site within 20 minutes.

How and where to buy hosting, your domain name and which Wordpress themes I use on all of my authority sites.
You will also receive 22 Wordpress tutorial videos which will show you how to easily build your site even if you are
computer illiterate like me.
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computer illiterate like me.

The right way to setup your site and how to choose the right settings to maximize your website performance. I even go
over some example authority sites you can use to model your site after.

How to quickly and easily monetize your site. I'll give you free access to a plugin I had developed which you can use
to easily setup price comparison tables with your affiliate links from all the major e-commerce sites such as
Amazon, Overstock, Sears, Home Depot, Buy.com, Newegg and more. The prices are updated automatically every
day without you having to do a thing.

The best and fastest way to easily track all your sales from Amazon. You get free access to yet another plugin I had
developed in house and am planning on selling for good money on a later stage.

How to drive all the traffic you can handle to your site. I cover both free and paid traffic sources in detail with
Google Adwords being one of them. I had my sites personally approved by the Adwords team and I'll show you how to
do the same. This is a biggie!

How to build your very own subscriber email list into the tens of thousands and how to build a relationship and promote
offers to that list. I even emailed the offer in my example niche to one of my lists in a completely different niche and I
made 6 Clickbank sales worth $150 in commissions. You'll see it live in the course.

A super simple way of building out your very own product sales funnel which would become a huge money maker for
you.

Ninja ways to quickly ramp up your traffic once you have a profitable sales funnel that converts well. This strategy
alone has the potential to not only make you a full time income, but to make you wealthy as well.

What to do if you a broke and strapped for money. This strategy will make you money the fastest without having to
spend very much. You can then take your profits and reinvest back into your business by completing your Authority
Site.

Much more..
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There's nothing worse than watching all these so called gurus supposedly making thousands or even millions of dollars, while
you're stuck where you've always been, working your fingers to the bone, but never seeing any results for all your hard work.

And to make matters worse, as your bills start piling up, your wife is always asking you when your Internet business is going to pay
off? You can see the doubt in her eyes and you can tell from the tone of her voice that her patience is wearing thin.

My wife used to always ask me if I was married to her or that F+++++ Computer.

With all the Crap out there, You end up feeling confused and overwhelmed by all the Internet Marketing jargon you just don't
understand and quite honestly, most of it is pure BS.

You see, most of these so called Gurus never make any real money from the methods that they teach. They make their money
selling these outdated and rehashed money making methods to people like you.

I mean, these guys are coming up with new products almost weekly now. That is their main business.

Until now, the only way to learn the real secrets for building a profitable authority niche website were to spend countless hours and
thousands of dollars going through trial and error, trying to figure it out for yourself.

That's what I did.

The problem with this option is that it is very expensive, time consuming and you always have that doubt in the back of your mind,
wondering whether this is going to work out or not.

Your chances of giving up and moving to the next big thing that some marketer has sold to you goes up exponentially when you are
trying to figure it out by yourself.

That's why today, I'm delighted to share with you my brand new Authority Site Video Course called "Authority Site Secrets" that is
going to take you by the hand and walk you through the whole process of building an Authority Site in a niche that spits out wads of
cash from Amazon, Adsense, Clickbank and at the same time builds your email subscriber lists into the tens of thousands.

I know that may sound unbelievable, but in a moment you'll see how it all works, so just keep reading.

Hi, my name is Jan Roos and over the last 4 years I've made almost $5 Million in sales through Amazon, Made Tens of Thousands
from Adsense, Clickbank and my own Info Products while building my subscriber lists into the tens of thousands as well.

I have also helped lots of people just like you, make their own full time incomes from the strategies that I teach.

In my latest training program, Authority Site Secrets, I reveal the exact steps you need to follow in order to build a real business that
you and your family can depend on for years to come.

A business that does not rely on only one or one source of traffic or income.

Whether you're trying to make a few hundred dollars per month just to help with the bills or make 5 , 10 or $15 thousand per
month, My Authority Site Secrets Course gives you the missing pieces of the puzzle you need to finally make your dreams a reality.

Now what makes this program different to any other program out there?

This isn't just a collection of ideas or principles. It's a simple, yet highly effective step-by-step FORMULA.

All you need to do is follow the video instructions.

I will show you step by step how to setup one of these authority sites, how to drive traffic to your site and how to profit from your site.

By now you're probably wondering how much The Authority Site Secrets Course is going to be.

And that's a fair question given that the only way to get access to this information in the past was to pay me thousands for personal
one on one coaching.

However, the reason I created the Authority Site Secrets Course is because I am absolutely fed up of seeing all of the crap
products being sold to people like you at the moment by marketers who do not know what they are talking about.

Like I said before, I know how it feels to spend so many hours and so much money trying to build an online business in order to
have the freedom to do what you want, when you want and never having to work for a boss again.

I see so many people quit on their dreams every day because of all these crappy products they buy which pulls them into a
thousand different directions.

I genuinely want to help you achieve your dreams of having a profitable website that you can run from anywhere in the world.

This means that for a low one-time investment of just $495.00 you can have the road map you need to get your own profitable
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This means that for a low one-time investment of just $495.00 you can have the road map you need to get your own profitable
authority site once and for all.

I have spent thousands and countless hours going through trial and error to develop this system and you can get access today for a
fraction of that price.

So if you want to start raking in sales and receive a constant flow of income from your Authority Site, just click the "Buy Now"
button below.

And you'll be glad to know that The Authority Site Secrets Course comes with my 30 day personal 100% Rock Solid, money back
guarantee.

If you don't LOVE the program, for whatever reason, then I actually don't want to keep your money.

All you have to do is shoot me a quick email and I'll immediately refund every cent.

Don't you think, you've been struggling to achieve your Online Business goals for long enough?

The missing link you've been searching for to finally turn your hopes and dreams into reality is just a few clicks away.

Imagine opening your email inbox every morning and seeing a flood of new sales notifications from around the world. You then flick
over to your Amazon and Adsense account and see the cold hard cash piling up in your account faster than you've ever seen
before.

That's what I want for you, and I know it's what you want for yourself, so grab your copy of The Authority Site Secrets Course
now and let's get you started today!

Last edited on 23rd September 2014 at 01:46 AM.
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

This looks amazing... but I think the price is very high... I think a better price of $97 would be more affordable...
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

Quote:

Originally Posted by SteveJocks 
This looks amazing... but I think the price is very high... I think a better price of $97 would be more
affordable...

I would of paid 10 times the amount for this type of info when I was starting out.

You can't expect to realistically get exposure to someone's whole business model for $97.

Also, the price is $295 at the moment and is going up to $495 in 24 hours. 

The info is worth much more than that.

Cheers
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

Ah Jan great to see your latest release. Steve you may not be aware that Jan created one of the first courses ever
created for Amazon affiliates quite a few years back and that one sold like hotcakes for $97 a piece for many, many
months. I think given the level of income that Jan has created for himself consistently since then he reserves the
right to charge a high-end price for his courses. They are truly top notch.

Jan only releases a product once every few years because he's too busy making money with his websites. I got a
review copy to it and he does some of the most indepth Amazon training I've ever seen. The videos I've gone
through so far are fascinating and well worth the investment.

Great work, Jan

regards

Colleen
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

Quote:

Originally Posted by 60MinuteAffiliate 
Ah Jan great to see your latest release. Steve you may not be aware that Jan created one of the first
courses ever created for Amazon affiliates quite a few years back and that one sold like hotcakes for $97 a
piece for many, many months. I think given the level of income that Jan has created for himself
consistently since then he reserves the right to charge a high-end price for his courses. They are truly top
notch.

Jan only releases a product once every few years because he's too busy making money with his websites.
I got a review copy to it and he does some of the most indepth Amazon training I've ever seen. The videos
I've gone through so far are fascinating and well worth the investment.

Great work, Jan

regards

Colleen

Hi Colleen, thanks for the kind words.

Much appreciated. 
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

Before I've gone through his new course, I thought I had all information I need to make my sites successful and was
comfortably focusing on only backlinking at this moment. Jan's course says No! to me. PPC, email marketing,
squeeze pages, and perseverent split tests are very new components I'm so happy to learn from him. Jan shows
from basic steps to high level practical tips together. You'll regret if you miss this course, since many marketers will
pick his secrets up and move up!

Olivia Kim

Last edited on 23rd September 2014 at 03:35 AM. Reason: better clarification
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

are there any OTOs? Is it possible to see some form of demo site please?

I know Jan's work from purchasing his previous products is very good - but as the price of this product is relatively
high (for the WF) - it would be good to get more of a feel for the product.

There are many products that 'claim' to give 'step by step' instructions on building Authority Sites etc - but most
usually fall far short! 

I would be interested in purchasing if these questions could be answered! 
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

Quote:

Originally Posted by trueabsolutehere 
Before I've gone through his new course, I thought I had all information I need to make my sites successful
and was comfortably focusing on only backlinking at this moment. Jan's course says No! to me. PPC,
email marketing, squeeze pages, and perseverent split tests are very new components I'm so happy to
learn from him. Jan shows from basic steps to high level practical tips together. You'll regret if you miss
this course, since many marketers will pick his secrets up and move up!

Olivia Kim

Thanks for the nice words. You will do well if you stick to it.

Quote:

Originally Posted by foxycox 
are there any OTOs? Is it possible to see some form of demo site please?

I know Jan's work from purchasing his previous products is very good - but as the price of this product is
relatively high (for the WF) - it would be good to get more of a feel for the product.

There are many products that 'claim' to give 'step by step' instructions on building Authority Sites etc - but
most usually fall far short! 

I would be interested in purchasing if these questions could be answered! 

No I never have upsells on my products. I give you everything you need up front and charge accordingly.

There is a demo site in the course and I go over quite a few authority sites that you can model your own after but
you'd have to buy the course to get that info.

Hope that helps.
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

Quote:

Originally Posted by jan roos 
Thanks for the nice words. You will do well if you stick to it.

No I never have upsells on my products. I give you everything you need up front and charge accordingly.

There is a demo site in the course and I go over quite a few authority sites that you can model your own
after but you'd have to buy the course to get that info.

Hope that helps.

Thanks Jan - nothing worse than purchasing a course - only to find out the juicy important details are only available
in an upsell!

Is this purely a video course - or are their pdfs too? If only video - how long are they please? (Sorry for Qs just
videos are very time consuming :-))
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

Quote:

Originally Posted by foxycox 
Thanks Jan - nothing worse than purchasing a course - only to find out the juicy important details are only
available in an upsell!

Is this purely a video course - or are their pdfs too? If only video - how long are they please? (Sorry for Qs
just videos are very time consuming :-))

It is a video course with one PDF.

There are 21 videos that are between 15 and 45 minutes long.

You can however start making money after watching the first 5 videos and then keep watching the videos to build
your site better and better.

Hope hat helps.
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

Quote:

Originally Posted by jan roos 
It is a video course with one PDF.

There are 21 videos that are between 15 and 45 minutes long.

You can however start making money after watching the first 5 videos and then keep watching the videos to
build your site better and better.

Hope hat helps.

Thank you.

What is the typical monthly revenue you expect when you create one of these sites - and how long does that
normally take to achieve?
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 Re: Authority Site Secrets Video Course Shows How I've Sold Almost $5 Million on Amazon as an Affili

After spending THOUSANDS of dollars on IM dead-ends for several years I stumbled onto Jan's first Amazon
course about 3 years ago. It was the clearest, most insightful training I had seen. I quickly got a couple of my sites
on page one of Google and was making up to $667.00 dollars per month. That was a big deal to me because it was
the first time I had ever made money online and I knew I could ramp it up. I finally had the key to success, thanks to
Jan. 

Then the barrage of Google "updates" hit and it all went away. I tried all the methods to save the sites which were
being pushed by the "swells" in the IM community. I even hired some "experts" to bring the rankings back. Nothing
worked. I finally gave up and figured IM was a dead end street. I unsubscribed from all of the IM newsletters and
hucksters. Jan was one of about 3 people I continued to subscribe to. I trusted him and enjoyed watching his
continued success.

Then I got his email promoting this new course. To tell you the truth, I don’t have the heart to go at it full out any
more. Too much time, money, and effort have gone under the IM bridge for me to get too excited any more. Having
said that, I know Jan can teach on a level that is a cut above. I also know his methods are something I can go at in a
slow, methodical, way. This appeals to me more, now that the “fire” has nearly gone out. If I am able to slowly bring
things back, and expand on what little is left, perhaps the fire will return.

Thanks for reigniting the spark Jan. No one else, I assure you, could have done that. I’m in.
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